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One of the worldwide famous producers of the optical devices is Nikon. This company has been holding
an international microart competition called Nikon Small World Competition for more that 30 years.
Gallery of awarded micro photos during these years has been placed at company’s web site. Theses photos
of small pieces of nature, which can not been seen with a naked eye, are extremely attractive and many of
them remind of fantastic views. Some of them are enlarged photos of microns size crystals.
Being a scientist in the area of crystallography, the crystals growing are significantly part of my activity.
The crystallization process periodically monitored by an optical microscope and required corrections are
implemented. Once crystals of a size suitable for X-ray structural analysis are obtained (liner size bigger
than ~10 microns), their photos are taken using a camera connected to a microscope and used for research
purposes. Usually the monitoring of crystallization and photo taking are performed with polar light. For
this purpose two polarization lens are fitted on the microscope. As a result colorless crystals in most cases
under polar light appear multicolored (*).
It is should be note, that in general micro-photo is a wide concept and represents a photo of any micron
size life and lifeless objects. Our subject only relates to set of crystals, but some times to fractions and gels
created in an artificially composed media for crystals growing purposes. The photos were taken using a
digital camera connected to optical polarization microscope.

I would like to note that thousands laboratories around the world specifically dealing with protein
crystallization already ten’s years monitors the crystallization process in this way. This means that
thousands of researchers in some way have to and do deal with the micro-photo as well. Some art lovers
even placed these photos at their websites.
Usually when talking about crystals their geometrical shapes, reflection of light from their surfaces with
various shades is emphasized, and their purity and shape perfection are recognized as a beauty criterion. Of
course these thoughts are not alien to me as well. However detailing of crystallization process with more
attention created such a belief in me that microart of this process is richer than we thought; microart
obtained in this way can become a new and perfect style of creative work. Following reasons underlie this
variation and innovation:
- As already stated, our subject relates to crystallization going on in solutions. As is well known both
solutions and crystals are almost always transparent. That is why photography is performed by way of
recording the light transmitting an object. Photos made by recording of the transmitting light are richer and
contain data not only about the surface and also about the volume. (Fig. 1). For comparison be reminded
that objects on standard photos are lighted with natural or artificial means, and lights reflected from the
surface are recorded by camera.
- Since attraction forces in-between the atoms, ions and molecules during the crystallization process are
much higher than gravitation forces, crystallization is pretty much similar to the process going on in the
state of weightlessness. And this allows for formation of more free space shapes.
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- By way of turning polarization lens it is possible to obtain unrestricted number of color tinges. For
example, figure 2a, 2b and 2c were obtained by way of 0, 45° and 90° turning one of the lower and upper
polarization lens. As seen, colors of these three photos of the same object are absolutely different,
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- high resolution of modern digital cameras (higher than 10Mpx) allow making of large and high quality
posters even for micro size objects,

- obtaining of initial photos as a digital files allowed to optimize them by Photoshop and other appropriate
programs,
- transparency of objects allow to taking sufficiently photos for 3D view all volume. This will be outlined
below in details. Now let me note that 3D view created on the basis of obtained photos is extremely
aesthetic. Obtaining such aesthetic effect in other art styles seems to be impossible.

Anyone from 7 to 77 can create artworks!
We have observed many artworks of the well-known artists and observe them again when we get a chance.
Sure a lot of people are envy of their talent. However, not everyone is enabling to become an artist. If you
wish to get education in this area you have to pass an assessment test. Only those with a talent of drawing
natural pictures are able to such test. However, Micro Photography of Crystallizing (MPC) is a different
case. So, after dealing with micro photos for a while, I came to a conclusion that MPC is an unusual art of
colors and abstract shapes. More important is that even those who can not draw pictures with pencils or
brushes are able to create real art works by this way! Figuratively speaking anyone from 7 to 77 can create
artworks; set up albums, decorate houses and participate in competitions.
There is no doubt (I believe) that professional artists can also benefit from MPC by disclosing new colors
and shapes. Being a person already with certain experience in this area, I would like to say that it is
absolutely incorrect to think of arts created by MPC as a simple product of technical means. A board
(piece) presented at the end as an art work in this area is a complete result of your taste, shape and color
imagination. It would not be right to think that art specimen have to be created by pencil or brush only, as
art trade is not a brush “magic”. The aim is to provide a delighted and causing to think artwork. Although
brush is the most common tool used for this purpose, it represents just one of the possible tools. For
instance, artist dealing with computer graphics or carpet artist does not need a brush. Nowadays use of
computers for art grows day by day. Of course traditional art trade styles will successfully be continued

even without MPC. At the same time I believe that MPC will benefit the art as another style and that this
new capability will enrich more traditional art styles.
Dozens of artworks created by MPC are presented in this speech. Among them you can see a variety of
shapes. For instance, one group of pictures is a world of plants – trees, flowers surrounding us; another
group is of landscape type. Some of them can be classified as an abstract color art, others as a statuary art.
One of the most loved art groups is 3D view pairs.
I would first of all recommend to look at this pictures with no rush (glance) and with due attention, and
assess color richness and freely shapes in them. If you are pleased with any of the pictures and wish to
personally create new shapes similar to these and even more beautiful, then we can begin.

Let’s Grow, Take Photo and Beautify Artworks!
This work consists of three stages. First of all crystals need to be grown. Growing of crystals as a process
is similar to the process of plants growing. Sometimes terms such as crystal planting or growing are used.
Our first task is to grow crystals and we will provisionally call this “growing”. The second major step is to
take photos of the grown crystals. Of course unlimited number of photos can be taken. However the photo
should be taken when you while monitoring the process through a microscope observe any shape or color
entireties that you like very much, and this is the time when you should immediately take photo! Go ahead
and take photo! Let me note that taking beautiful photos is not so simple. Here it is very important to know
how to choose both fragments and colors, and assess possible opportunities of computer optimization. This
is a matter time; several months are enough for getting skilled. The last main step is esthetical assessment
of our obtained photos and optimization with computer programs of fragments selected by you as per your
taste and fantasy. In all cases I used Photoshop and in most cases optimization of the taken photos contrast
was sufficient.

Required work material and technical means
For the time being tools and materials used for crystals growing and surveying will be enough for us.
However, to obtain more quality pictures improvement of these tools for our purpose is possible and useful.
And now let’s describe the most suitable tools and materials currently available on sale:
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a) Optical polarization microscope with a camera linked to computer (Fig. 3)
b) Tools and accessories (Fig. 4)
- chemical compositions – for this purpose crystallization sets each consisting of 24, 48 or 96 Ea of
different compositions made by Hampton Research, Sigma, Nextal, Aldrich and other firms are very
suitable. There are dozens of such sets with different compositions. Most of the pictures presented in the
book were obtained using Hampton Research and Nextal compositions.
- glass droppers; glass dropper (tips); crystallization plates; adhesive transparent covers.

Crystallization properties, structure and morphology relation
Crystals individually can form from atoms, ions, molecules, and also their various ratios. Interactive forces
between atoms, ions and molecules have various space distribution and power in different directions. The
following interaction types exist among crystals forming atoms, ions and molecules:
-van der Waals force – low interaction forces;
-Hydrogen bonds – multiply stronger comparing to van der Waals forces;
-Ionic, covalent and metallic bonds – these are the strongest possible interaction forces between atoms and
ions and much stronger than the previous.

These complex interactive forces defined the inner symmetry, as well as the morphology of crystals.
Assume there are three mutually perpendicular directions – a, b and c. If crystal grew with equal rate in all
three directions, its shape would be cubic. But if crystal grew fast in a and b directions and much slow in c
direction, then crystal shape would definitely be as thin as plate and c direction would be a perpendicular
direction to the plate. In reality usually crystals growth process much complex and growth rates in different
directions depend upon many factors. Therefore crystals obtained a lot of different shapes.

Crystal growing
Let’s present a crystallization process based on one example. For this we take a cylindrical, transparent,
chemically resistant small 3-5 ml well. Firstly we prepare 3.5M Ammonium Sulfate solution.
Using a glass dropper we transfer ~10 ml of this solution to a transparent well or a glass specimen.
Afterwards we place this well in a polarization microscope specimen area and start monitoring. The
solution we took is very dense and almost close to a saturated state. It is clear that solution density will
grow more in open air due to evaporation. As a result it is possible to observe formation of initial crystals
and their fast growing. Some photos taken approximately in the course of 15-20 minutes are provided
below (Fig 5a, b). You can easily repeat this experiment. Of course these photos can not be considered
artworks; they are just photos of perfect crystals. However it is a easy example for providing basic idea of
Crystal Art. By this experiment you along with obtaining basic idea about this art you can also witness the
way of abrupt changing of color shades in polar beam. On the other hand you will see the crystallization
process with your own eyes and will witness how fast the view changes. To obtain high quality crystals
crystallization process is usually conducted isolated from the environment. At that crystallization process is
a slow process lasting days or months.
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3D pictures. (3D cross-eye view)
Nowadays nearly everyone is familiar with 3D pictures. In recent years amusing pictures, souvenirs and
other applied similar pictures has become a mean of easy imagination of complicated pictures provided in
some scientific journals. For instance, this method significantly simplified imagination of three
dimensional structures of macromolecules. For this, picture of the same object is not provided in a single
view, but in picture pairs taken from the right and left eye position and very slightly varying from each
other. An observer should be able to bring these pictures on top of each other (combination, superposition)
by slightly crossing his/her eyes. In this case he/she will be able to observe 3D view. As far as I know 3D
view capability is yet accepted as a technical opportunity and as I noted above is applied in some areas. For
some years past successful works made with application of 3D view in a standard photo can be met. In this
area I would like to note particularly Neil Creek’s photos. He has fully described how to view 3D pictures
in his websites and also presented simple samples. Let me note that the expression of 3D-artworks often
comes across in the Internet and in most cases this term is related to absolutely different meaning. In many
cases it is referred to pictures created by the computer. In all cases we are going to discuss 3D views
obtained owing to picture pairs. Just like Neil Creek’s photo pairs (Fig. 6). In the discussing method MPC

makes it possible to create of 3D pictures of abstract colors. These are first of all real 3D view of
transparent micro-medium. Here you will indeed see complex contoured transparent space of colors
suspended in the all 3D volume. In other words in this case you will witness absolutely new esthetical
effects ( http://www.neilcreek.com/blog/2008/02/28/how-to-see-3d-photos/).

Fig. 6
By observing the following recommendations (by Neil Creek) you can gain a habit of seeing 3D
pictures:


Sit in front of the monitor at a normal looking distance;



If you sit too far from the monitor you will not need to skew your eyes, but this will make the picture
view size smaller.



Make sure you hold your head in a horizontal position. If you bend your head to the side, you will
have problems with linking the images.

 By maintaining your stereo images viewing area centered slowly skew your eyes



Stereo pair will come out of the focus and you will see four images instead of two.



If it is difficult to watch with skewed eyes holding of a pen in-front of the monitor may be useful.
While looking at the tip of the pencil stereo pair will appear as a background.



Skew your eyes more gradually; if you do skewing using a pen, then first hold the pen close to the
monitor and gradually move it towards your nose while keeping looking at it.



While two of the four images seen in the background will be overlapping continue to skew your eyes
more and more until you see a three sided image.



By overlapping the centers of stereo pairs stably look in this position and you will be able to see two
pictures as one. Try and achieve this.



Images with centers overlapped will create a three dimensional view!



By continuing looking at a three dimensional view relax your eyes and by optimizing the focus try to
see the details. If you use a pencil, lower it from your view area.



If you can steadily look at a three dimensional view and can not relax your eyes that means that
stereo pairs are correctly focused.

Taking photo pairs for 3D view using a microscope
As nature created human beings with two eyes along with other capabilities we are also able to see 3D view
of the objects we look at. In other words we are able to imagine space shapes, assess distance to the object.
So, when looking each eye sees an appropriate image and these images are transferred to the brain for
processing (analysis). These images reaching to the brain simultaneously are joining together as a single
image. Our sense joins these images together by mentioning their similarities and minor differences. These
minor differences are summarized in a final view as major differences. This joining is not a simple gathering
of two images, it is more complex!
As a result 3D view forms.
This capability of brain can be utilized for photos also. For this it is required to take not just one, but two
photos. The second photo should be taken after the object will be rotated from the initial position under a low
degree (~10°). The figure shows two possible A and B positions of a specimen (Fig. 7). When taking these
photos conditions of photographing should not change.

Fig. 7
Video capabilities
Perhaps many of us while watching popular-science movies dedicated to corals and marine life sensed a
fantastic beauty of colors. Perhaps you will not believe, but you see similar beauties in the crystallization
drops which are as big as parts of millimeters. You will believe that even without diving into the sea you
are able to reach similar beauties by just diving into the drop “seas” – sometimes more, sometimes less.
By gradually turning the polarization lens you will be amazed by observing continuous changing of color
shades. Then you will wish to archive these beauties not only by taking photos, but also by recording video
segments. Do not forget that crystallization process is dynamic and view observed by you has its lifetime.
After a certain period of time you will be able to make up clips and even movies using your video
segments. Therefore, availability of video function in a camera that you will connect to a microscope may
provide you with additional chances.

Micro Photography gallery
All photos were taken on a stereoscopic microscope Nikon "SMZ-U" which is supplied by transmitted
light stage, polarizing filters and Nikon digital camera DXM 1200F. The artistic effects of taken images
were improved through changing color contrast by using Photoshop.
(Copyright Imameddin Amiraslanov)
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